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Welcome to the Club Brian McCullough
I don’t know about you, but I have always been leery about clubs—and I mean 

clubs of any description, including this one...especiaIly this one, with its highfalutin 
name: “Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada.”

It must be something in my DNA, but I automatically say, “Whoa!” anytime 
someone asks me to join their pet (FILL IN CLUB NAME HERE) society. Of course, 
as I desperately try to think up excuses for begging off, I nod and smile like a dummy 
(which is also in my DNA) and make lame promises to join. I guess what really used 
to put me off the club thing was the...well, dam it all—the clubbishness of it all.

But clubs are funny that way, aren’t they? The very thing that makes you keep 
your distance also entices you to draw nearer. Once you get past the initial 
Outsider/Insider barrier (whether real or perceived), the benefits of clubbing together 
with like-minded pilgrims can be enormous. The key to success, of course, is to 
control the level of your involvement with the group.

During my six-year association with the Ottawa Centre I have chosen to let my 
name stand for two terms as Vice-chairman of the Observers Group (a comedian’s job, 
if ever there was one), several terms as a  councilor, twice as co-ordinator of the 
Astronomy Day activities and as editor of AstroNotes. And yet, although I enjoy the 
personal fulfilment of involving myself with the group and discussing the hobby with 
other dub members at the monthly meetings, I often prefer the solitude of my own 
company at the eyepiece.

In other words, you can quite safely get involved with the RASC at any level you 
wish. Whether you are a  deep-sky observer, an armchair astronomer or anything in 
between, the RASC can be your personal astronomical retreat—a place where you can 
grow with your hobby at a  pace you like.

Notices
The RASC Ottawa Centre is pleased to announce the First Light of the following 

young star

Anthony David Ceravolo, a brother for Shirley, bom April 7, 1995 to Peter and 
Darlene Ceravolo.
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An All-Sky Camera Glenn LeDrew
After being inspired over the years by pictures taken using all-sky cameras, I 

finally got around to building my own. The basic cost was only about $20, although I 
did spend more to increase performance. The secret is in the inexpensive spherical 
reflector, which cost less than the hardware. I settled on a “Baby Moon” hubcap which 
truckers use to adorn their rigs. It’s about 21cm across, chromed, and was had for the 
paltry sum of five Loonies, plus or minus. I bought it at Whelan Ltd, located at 2020 
Bantree Road, just east of St. Laurent Boulevard in Ottawa. I strongly recommend 
looking at as many as you can, and pick the best. A good one will be usefu l right away, 
but at this low cost the chrome job is less than ideal. I had mine rechromed through a 
custom cycle shop for $65. The improved imaging I now get made this worthwhile.

A triangle is an inherently strong device, so my support looks much like a tripod 
on a triangular base. The tripod legs are common 5/16" threaded rod cut to 65cm 
length. They attach to a base of 1/2" plywood that's equilaterally cut with sides 60cm 
long. At the top, the rods attach to a 1/2" plywood ring 15cm across, having a 9cm- 
diameter hole. Because the rods pass through the wood pieces at about a 30-degree 
angle, the holes were drilled at that angle. On the base, the holes were placed as close 
as possible to the comers. At each connection point I used two washer/nut pairs. The 
advantage of using the washers became apparent after assembly.

The mirror is positioned in the centre of the base and is held in place by three 
equally spaced small wood blocks. As my mirror has a raised rim of just over 2cm, 
these blocks don't protrude into the mirror’s field of view. The mirror can be instantly 
removed for safe storage. The camera support attaches to the top wood ring. It’s made 
from 3mm-thick angle aluminum 6cm wide. I cut a piece 5cm wide and trimmed the 
side that is screwed to the ring. In the side that stands vertically, a 1/4" hole was 
drilled to accept the screw that holds the camera. The hole was placed 4.5cm above the 
wood surface to allow me to manipulate the focus and aperture rings. On my Minolta 
cameras the mounting socket is in line with the lens centre, but check where it is on 
your camera and take that into account.

The aluminum piece was attached to the wood after drilling all holes and 
attaching the camera. This allowed me to accurately centre the lens in the ring before 
positioning the screw holes. With everything assembled, and with the lens pointing 
perpendicular to the ring’s surface, I tweaked the tightness of various nuts so as to 
bring the reflected image of the camera lens in to the centre of the viewfinder. Now the 
unit was “collimated.”

The ideal degree of tightening was found when the rods acquired a slight S- 
shaped bend, due to the tendency for them to become perpendicular to the wood 
surfaces. The washers keep the nuts from embedding in the wood and also act as a 
lock when a flat edge of the tilted nut lies against it. The unit is very light, yet rigid, 
and should never need readjustment.
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The last step was to paint everything (except the hubcap) flat black. Threaded rod 
is good for this because it holds the paint very well, except for the raised threads which 
need occasional touching up. I said earlier that the base was triangular. That’s 
basically true, except that I modified it to ensure that the image on film was entirely 
black outside of the all-sky view. This should be dear from the diagram. My base is 
larger than many I’ve seen in photos; this is to minimize the apparent size of the three 
support legs.

In use, I insert one of my dew remover wires through a hole under the hubcap, 
and the three watts of heat keeps dew or frost at bay. The camera lens doesn’t need one 
because it’s not pointing up at the sky. Laying the assembly on the ground will allow
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star trail photos to be made, but the real power lies in tracking. I bolt it to my Super 
Bam Door mount for this. The effective focal length is about 7.5mm, which means the 
faintest stars that can be recorded are about 7th magnitude. The reflectivity of the 
chrome is pretty high, and exposures aren’t much longer than those for a normal lens 
at the same f/stop. There is some compression of the image toward the edge, but this is 
unavoidable with any 180-degree imaging system. After testing at all stops from f/1.4 
to f/5.6, I find that reasonable images are had at f/2.8 and the best all around 
performance is at f/4; stopping down further gives sharper images at the edge, but 
exposures become inordinately long. Keep in mind that images are reversed; they must 
be printed or projected backwards to appear correct.

Instructive and beautiful photos can be easily taken with this tool. Indeed, it’s the 
best way to record and show some phenomena. Star trails will reveal their apparent 
motions in all sky areas in a single view. Constellation recognition is made easy, with 
a full sky showing only the naked-eye stars.

Huge auroral displays are fully encompassed. Star clouds of the Milky Way, 
studded with the brighter clusters and nebulae, can stretch from horizon to horizon. 
Brighter meteors will show their trails, and the zodiacal light and gegenschein are 
within reach. Don’t forget the daytime sky, although you'll need to use an air-bulb 
release or the camera’s timer if you don't want to be in the photo.

An unfortunate aspect of this system is the obscuration of the zenith by the 
camera's reflection, and the visibility of the three supports. In my case about 15 
degrees of the zenith is obscured, but the supports appear quite narrow. Personally, I 
think there is a certain charm to these photos. They harken back to a day when this 
was the only way to image the full sky dome.

Build your own all-sky camera. It's simple and cheap, and you'll see the sky in a 
new light.

A

AstroAd
FOR SALE. Parks Optical Astrolight six-inch, f/6 Newtonian telescope with 

SuperPolaris equatorial mount and polar alignment scope. Comes with 25-mm Kellner 
eyepiece, 8x50 finderscope and carrying case. Excellent condition. Great optics. 
Asking $1,100. Call Philippe at (819) 648-5641.

(This beautiful instrument will be on display at the May Observers Group meeting. If 
you are seriously considering buying a telescope for visual or photographic observing, 
compare the features and price of this particular telescope with what is available on the 
market. You might be staring at your new scope without knowing it.—Editor)
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Easy Astrophotography Doug Luoma
You don't need expensive telescopes and fancy motorized mounts to get started in 

astrophotography. Many interesting astrophotos can be taken with nothing more than 
a camera on a sturdy tripod. Any camera will work, as long as it has manual exposure 
settings and a shutter that can take time exposures. Don't use the camera's light meter 
or auto exposure functions. Open up the lens to its fastest f/stop and set the focus to 
infinity. Point your camera to the desired area of the night sky and lock the shutter 
open, being careful not to jiggle the camera. Wait a few seconds, then close the 
shutter. Voila! You’ve just taken your first star photo. Try exposures of 10 seconds, 20 
seconds, 30 seconds and one minute. When you get the film processed you will likely 
see many more stars than were visible with your eyes.

As the Earth rotates daily on its axis, astronomical objects appear to rise, move 
across the sky and se t This motion causes them to blur in the photo if  the exposure is 
too long The resulting star trails may not be displeasing especially when 
photographing a comet or aurora (northern lights). Longer star trails can produce 
interesting patterns. Stop the lens down to f/5.6 or f/ 8 and try exposures from a few 
minutes to a  few hours in  length. The extended exposures also give you a better chance 
of capturing a bright meteor on film.

The Moon is very bright in relation to other nighttime objects and is fairly easy to 
photograph. If you are using a very long telephoto lens and the image is large in the 
viewfinder, you may be able to use your camera's light meter. Otherwise, set your lens 
to f/8 or f/11. Try a series of exposures from 1/500 to 1/125 second for the full Moon, 
and 1/60 to 1/15 second when the Moon is near first or last quarter.

Camera lenses -with fast focal ratios are preferable for astrophotography. These 
lenses enable the film to quickly record dim, diffuse objects, and the large front lens 
elements will pick up fainter stars. However, when used wide open (at their fastest 
f/stop), star images may turn out to be less than perfect, especially toward the comers 
of the film. If the results are objectionable, stop the lens down one or two f/stops.

Some 35mm cameras, especially used ones, come with a 50mm lens. This is a 
popular lens with astrophotographers. It usually has a fast focal ratio, and most 
constellations will fit within its field of view. Wide-angle lenses (15-28mm) will cover 
larger areas of the sky and are great for photographing aurorae and our home galaxy,
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the Milky Way. Close encounters, or conjunctions, among the planets and our Moon 
are better recorded with telephoto lenses (80-200mm). But don't expect to see 
planetary detail with these camera lenses. They will still appear only like a bright star. 
Longer telephotos (300-500mm) can pick up many features on the Moon. Adding a 
teleconverter to your lens will boost magnification even further. Numerous lunar, 
craters and mountains will become visible. Photographing the Sun with telephoto 
lenses can also be fun, but do NOT attempt this without an approved solar filter from a 
telescope supplier and some expert advice.

Faint objects can be recorded quickly on high-speed (fast) film — ISO 800 and 
faster. The film's stated speed can be boosted, or pushed, during developing, usually at 
an extra cost. Pushing the speed more than two f/stops is not normally recommended. 
Some films are designed specifically for push processing, and you may get better 
results with these. Medium-speed film (ISO 200-400) works well for star trail photos. 
If fast film is used for very long exposures, the sky background may become too bright, 
washing out the star images. This is less likely to happen if  there is no Moon in the 
sky and you are well away from city lights. Slower speed, high-resolution films (ISO 
25-100) are best for recording lunar detail and capturing bright planets in twilight.

Many astrophotographers use colour slide film. Large projected star images are 
very impressive, and excellent quality prints can be made from your favourite slides. If 
you use colour negative (print) film and have it processed commercially, let your 
processor know that there are star photos on the roll and that you would like to see 
prints with a dark, neutral coloured sky background. Black and white film is 
recommended only if you do your own processing and printing.

The best fast films presently available for tripod photography are Kodak 
Ektachrome P1600 colour slide film (exposed and push processed at ISO 3200), 
ScotchChrome 400 colour slide film (at ISO 1600), Konica SR-G 3200 colour print 
film, Kodak Royal Gold 1000 colour print film, Fujicolor Super G 800 colour print 
film, and T-Max P3200 black & white film which can be push processed up to ISO 
25,000. Ektachrome P1600 and ScotchChrome 400 are also great choices when 
medium-speed film is required. Just shoot and process them at their nominal speed of 
ISO 400. Two other favourites of mine are Kodachrome Lumiere 100 "X" and 
Fujichrome Provia 100, both pushed one stop to ISO 200. As to the slow-speed, high- 
resolution films, there is not a great deal of difference between them. Most will give 
you acceptable results of the Moon.

To achieve the best astrophotos, it helps to have at least a basic knowledge of 
astronomy and photography. Many  interesting and useful books can be found in 
libraries and bookstores. Two of my personal favourites are Nightwatch by Terence 
Dickinson, and Astrophotography fo r the Amateur by Michael Covington. Also, we're 
lucky that many RASC members are now, or have been involved in astro-imaging of 
various forms. I have found that they are more than willing to share their enthusiasm 
and expertise.

Have fun taking photos of the night sky and enjoy your time under the stars.
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Orion setting from the Indian River Observatory. Doug Luoma captured 
this shot on T-Max 3200 film pushed to ISO 12,000. The 15-second 
exposure was made with a 50-mm lens set at f/2.
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RASC O tta w a  C e n tre  — M ay 1995

Building, Carleton University. 

No AstroNotes in June or August
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RASC O tta w a  C e n tre  — J u n e  1995

*Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held in Room 103, Steacie Chemistry 
Building, Carleton University.

No AstroNotes in June or August
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The Flyby Paradox Germain Dionne
I was recently reading a section in the textbook Principles o f Physics (Serway, 

1994), entitled "The Twin Paradox.” In the described thought experiment, one 20- 
year-old twin sets out on a 60-light-year round trip, traveling at a speed close to the 
speed of light. Upon returning home, she finds her Earth-bound twin, and everything 
else around him, 60 years older, while she has aged only 10 years. This is a predicted 
consequence of time dilation, whereby a moving clock runs more slowly than an 
identical stationary one, if the speed of light is to have the same value for both 
observers, as postulated by Einstein.

However, as Serway goes on explaining, you can rightfully ask: Which twin 
actually traveled at a speed close to the speed of light?” After all, both the Earth 
dweller and the space traveler can justly claim they were at rest, while the other one 
zoomed away (the principle of relativity itself states clearly and unequivocally that 
there is no preferred inertial frame of reference). This of course leads to contradictory 
viewpoints:

Did the moving spaceship carry the slower clock, or did the moving Earth?

Which one is younger, because of slowed down physiological processes, the space 
traveler or the Earth dweller?

Then Serway finally points out that because of inherent nonsymmetries 
(accelerations, decelerations, etc.), the space traveler’s frame of reference is 
noninertial, i.e. not in uniform motion, during a large part of the trip; therefore 
predictions based on special relativity are not valid in her frame. On inertial Earth, 
these same predictions are reliable. So the space traveler is indeed younger than her 
twin upon her return to Earth. And the paradox is presumably resolved to everyone’s 
satisfaction.

Only partially happy with this explanation, I undertook the exploration of a totally 
different scenario. And here is what developed.

This is a future story. Decades or centuries into the twenty-first century, our 
civilization, however advanced technologically, gets in touch, if  only by means of 
radio waves, with another civilization, far superior to ours. Once the excitement and 
greetings period has abated, we propose a collaborative effort to prove or disprove, 
once and for all, that the phenomenon of time dilation can indeed occur in the physical 
reality of space-time. To this effect, and after further decades of amiable but very time- 
consuming exchanges on the “waves,” the other civilization agrees to send their 
largest and fastest spaceship.

The “manned” spaceship (a captured, converted and awesomely powered 
planetoid with a mass, shape and period of rotation approximating Earth’s) will cross 
our orbit once, at a velocity approaching the speed of light, en route to explore another 
sector of the galaxy. Upon crossing our orbit the spaceship clocks will be synchronized 
with the Earth clocks, facilitated by the fact that both bodies’ gravitational fields are
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Relativistic Paradox at a Glance

Earth observer (at rest)
Proper time (ship): 30 years
Contracted distance (ship): 30 light-years

Time elapsed before message received on Earth:
Dilated time (Earth) before signal beamed: 180 years

360 years

Spaceship observer (at rest) 
Dilated time (ship): 30 years
Contracted distance (Earth): 5  light-years

Time elapsed before message received on earth:
Proper time (Earth) before signal beamed: 5 years 

30 years 
35 years

Observations
1. The order above is not symmetric,  although the situation itself is, since the Earth 

must receive the radio signal whether it is a t rest or no t The 30-year interval is 
the ‘‘common denominator."

2. Since proper distance and proper time must be measured in different frames of
reference, calculations (rounded) performed in both symmetric frames should lead

equivalent. The spaceship will then travel the void of space for 30 years in one 
direction only, after which time it will transmit a  radio message toward Earth.

After the rendezvous the spaceship’s clockkeeper, legitimately considering herself 
in a stationary frame of reference while she observes our solar system zoom away, and 
familiar through our previous radio contacts with the predictions of special relativity, 
will calculate that the Earth station’s clockkeeper and his fellow citizens are aging 
only one-sixth as fast. And as the spaceship approaches the time of last contact, she 
will beam a radio message attesting the crew has in fact aged 30 years. She will add 
the observation that, at the speed of light, we should receive the message 35 Earth 
years after the initial rendezvous (five years of terrestrial aging plus 30 years of 
information transmittal).

Meanwhile, back on Earth, our clockkeeper, also legitimately considering himself 
in a stationary frame of reference while he observes the spaceship as it vanishes away 
at stupendous speed, will calculate that the spaceship’s crew is aging only one-sixth as 
fast. Consequently, the expected message should only arrive 360 Earth years after the
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in itia l rendezvous (6 x 30 years of terrestrial aging, since it takes the spaceship’s 
clocks six times as long to indicate 30 years, plus 180 years of information 
transmittal). The message will therefore be intercepted by a completely different 
generation.

Now here is the problem in a nutshell: How can a single message arrive at one 
place at two different times? Or more explicitly: How can a single radio message, sent 
once by one spaceship, arrive on Earth over three centuries apart, as it were? 
Furthermore, if  both clockkeepers are right as special relativity predicts, how on earth 
(or in space-time) can one or even both of them be wrong? It simply defies common 
and uncommon sense, not to mention logic. Does relativity preclude one of its building 
blocks, symmetry (no preferred frame of reference), or does symmetry (a darling of 
physics) preclude time dilation, and possibly its parent corollary, special relativity? If 
this new paradox can hold its water, its real source may lie in our limited physical 
definitions.

As a final comment, maybe we need to reconsider our anthropic, basic and 
classical definitions of distance, time and velocity, but without offending unduly our 
common sense. As a starting point, imagine yourself for a moment stranded in a tiny 
spaceship right at the centre of intergalactic space, without clock, communication, 
direction, motion or ruler. How would you redefine distance when the closest object is 
any of a multitude of very remote, uniformly distributed galaxies? or time, when you 
are not orbiting anything and nothing is orbiting you? or velocity, when everything 
appears motionless, except photons coming toward you from the galactic sphere? And 
if some time after a spaceship should happen to fly by at near-luminal velocity, how 
would you apply your revised paradigm to this new situation, a moving frame of 
reference?

Observing Night Arnie Weeks
Recently some members of the RASC Light Pollution Committee, Rob Dick, 

Arnie Weeks, Lee Macdonald, and novice astronomer Kirk Mitchell, met at Rob’s 
observatory at Rideau Ferry. After the meeting we decided to do some observing with 
Rob’s 24-inch, 10-metre-focal-length Cassegrain telescope. We used his favourite 40- 
mm Erfle ocular and observed a number of interesting objects from roughly 9 p.m. to 
11 p.m. in dark sky conditions.

We started by observing Mars which was near the sickle in Leo, but owing to 2 
arc seconds of blur seeing conditions we decided instead to look at some deep-sky 
objects. Before we switched from Mars, Rob removed the ocular so we could all see the 
effect of the high-altitude winds on the reflection of the Mars light in the 24-inch 
mirror. While Rob moved the telescope to begin viewing deep-sky objects, Lee and I 
observed a medium-sized meteor northwest of the observatory at approximately 45 
degrees of altitude. Kirk was thrilled to see the Messier objects M44, M67, M42 and 
M43 by “star hopping.”
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We swung the telescope into position, using setting circles this time, and looked 
in Leo for NGC 2904 which has a very subtle spiral pattern. We then looked at M95 
and M96. We used the setting circles again to locate and observe NGC 4656 and NGC 
4657, both in the Virgo cluster. NGC 4565 was seen edge-on with a dust lane cutting 
right across it along with its companion, a faint amorphous elliptical galaxy.

During this observing session Rob Dick expounded on the effect of time dilation 
on the perceived elapsed time by a “cognizant photon” en route from NGC 4565 to our 
eyeballs. I was so affected by this I immediately began to sing “If I were a Photon” (to 
the tune of “If I were a Rich Man”).

We concluded our observing session around 11 p.m. with a wonderful panoramic 
view of M51, the famous whirlpool galaxy in Canes Venatici. Before leaving the 
dome, a deep chill was felt by all so we retreated to the downstairs quarters for a cup of 
coffee. It was a great evening get-together and proves once again that “observing is 
fun.”

Rideau Ferry Open House May 26-28,  1995
Centre President Rob Dick is cordially inviting members to join him at his Rideau 

Ferry Observatory for a weekend of (fingers crossed) clear skies and super observing. 
You are welcome to camp out ( b r r r . . .bring your own tent and gear), but Ottawa area 
visitors usually return home to sleep. The open house runs from Friday evening until 
Sunday afternoon, May-19-21. To get there, take Hwy 7 to Perth, turn left at the lights 
and drop down to Rideau Ferry; or, take Hwy 15 to Lombardy (beyond Smiths Falls) 
and turn right toward Rideau Ferry. The observatory is just east of the bridge.
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Hilderic BrowneApril Observers Group Meeting
Whan that Aprill with his shoures soote,
The droghte o f March hath perced to the roote... (Geoffrey Chaucer, c. 1387)

No showers, either rain or meteor, on April 7, 1995, but after six clear nights in a 
row in the last week of March, Glenn LeDrew and other members of the Centre who 
slepen al the nyght with open ye  may have been glad of an excuse not to goon on 
pilgrimages to IRO or Canterbury or anywhere else. So we stayed in town for an OG 
meeting instead.

Paul Comision’s “Cutting Edge News” led off: Research Supports Smaller 
Universe (Astronomy. April 1995) describes the recent work of Sidney van den Bergh 
of Canada’s Dominion Astrophysical Observatory. Studies of Type Ia  and II 
supernovae in nearby galaxies, as well as other distance gauges, lead to a relatively 
high value of the Hubble constant at 75 km s-1 Mpc-1, a figure in good agreement with 
a recent (but controversial) study by Wendy Freedman and her colleagues, from which 
follows a smaller universe than was generally believed. But Paul describes the whole 
article as somewhat unsatisfactory—“nebulous,” to use his term.

For those who were unable to attend Dr. David Schramm’s Herzberg lecture, Paul 
presented a quick overview of astrochemistry. The Big Bang left the universe 
composed of around ¾ hydrogen, ¼ helium and traces of lithium. Everything else is 
the result of nucleosynthesis in ordinary stars (elements up to iron) or the last gasps of 
supernovae (everything heavier). Astrophysicists refer to all those non-primordial 
elements as “metals”—pace, high-school chemistry teachers! The spectra of recent 
stars formed from the enriched interstellar medium reveals the presence and 
concentration of these metals. The odd naming convention is that the more recent stars 
are Population I, while the oldest, made from primordial H and He, are Population II. 
“Metallicity” is any characteristic showing how “recycled” a star is, and is often 
applied to the Fe:H ratio in particular. It is also a sign of long-term change in the 
universe: grey hairs appearing, if you like.

Readers of Sky & Telescope will have seen the profile of Rolf, Linda and Matthew 
Meier in Star Trails. Rolf showed slides of his family vacation in January to the 
Arizona desert. Notable monuments visited were (by increasing age) Clyde Tombaugh, 
Indian pictographs of possible astronomical events, and the Grand Canyon. The star 
Canopus, south of Sirius, invisible from our part of the world, was prominent even 
from downtown Tucson, Rolf said. Rolf illustrated his current laid-back attitude 
toward astrophotography with a shot taken at IRO by setting a camera on a convenient 
perch on the 16". But don’t ask for details of exposure and film type!

Anyone remember home movies? Rob Dick says never mind the sensitivity of 
modem video cameras, for some things you just can’t beat film; one reason is that 
video limits the integration time to 1/8 sec at best. He uses a 16mm cine camera with a 
controller that takes 40-sec exposures with 8-sec dwell between frames. Projected at
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30fps, this packs a whole night into half a minute and shows stars down to fifth or 
sixth mag. Rob showed film of several spring nights at Rideau Ferry Observatory, 
viewing in various directions, plus one with the camera panning as the stars slid across 
the sky. But are those planes zipping along, or are we under phaser attack?

Paul Lamar demonstrated RedShifi, a CD-ROM-based multimedia astronomy 
program suited to both beginners and experienced amateur astronomers. One good 
way to “get with the program” is to try out some of the built-in guided tours, such as 
observing the solar eclipse of Nov. 29, 1993—solar if  you were on the Moon, that is! 
You can watch events unfold from anywhere in the solar system and RedShift provides 
detailed surface maps to help you find your way around. There are hundreds of 
captioned photos (both from NASA missions and from masters of the art such as 
David Malin), linked with the complete text of the Penguin Dictionary o f Astronomy. 
Several video clips round off the program.

Glenn LeDrew and Doug Luoma presented the next installment in their 
continuing quest of capturing the ultimate astrophoto. Tonight’s heady images 
included a crescent Moon with earthshine, the springtime zodiacal light, a spectacular 
example of Doug’s hallmark trailed-then-tracked constellation shots, and several “sky- 
in-a-hubcap” (or security mirror) all-sky shots, both trailed and tracked. Two of these 
showed the streak of a  brilliant meteor which unfortunately neither Glenn nor Doug 
noticed at the time. Glenn finished with a  brief exposition on satellite imagery from 
Atmospheric Environment Service and the use of false-colour in its interpretation.

John Ellis rounded off the evening’s presentations with a teaser on what’s coming 
up at Astronomy Day 1995 and a request for assistance in staffing the exhibit and 
bringing telescopes to the evening star party. (If you are only learning about this now, 
consider yourself on alert: there’ll be another Astronomy Day next year!)

“Close of business” was at 10:10 p.m., followed by coffee & cookies (thanks, Art 
and Anne) and observing with Paul Comision in the parking lot.

M82

This bright, spindle-shaped 
galaxy in Ursa M ajor is easily 
visible in a small telescope. A 
companion, the giant face-on 
spiral galaxy M81 (see fron t 
cover) will be visible in the 
same medium-power field.

(CCD image courtesy o f Doug 
George)
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Take Hwy 417 West  to Hwy 17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road, Turn Le ft 
Turn right on Rarmey Conc. 8 
Cross  bridge, road becomes gravel
Taka next right (stop sign), 100 meters to IRO gate (on right) 
Gate Loc k Combination is 10-35-48
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